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Formats

 “The Infinite Backlog”
 ‘The Infinite Backlog’ is the most recurrent format on Koala Karity Twitch channel.

The goal is just to have a good time while going through the looonnng Backlog of Koala Karity, games after 
games, in a chronological order.

 “Koala & Apex”
 ‘Apex Tuesday’ is the weekly session where Koala Karity focuses on the Battle Royale from Respawn 
Entertainment: Apex Legends.

During this weekly session, Koala Karity will cover everything: the news, the Lore, the weekly Challenges, some 
Ranked games to get wrecked, and the Community will even have the right to choose which Legend we play.

 “Koalas’ Pick”
 ‘Community’s Pick’ is our way to celebrate the end of the week — happy Friday!!

Every once in a while, the Community will pick up a game from our Backlog. And even if this game was at the 
bottom of our Backlog, it will become a priority and we will play it on Fridays & Saturdays.

 “Koala’s Sunday”  ‘Koala’s Sunday’ is all about chilling, chatting with the Community, and playing games that are close to our 
heart or labelled “Discover/Just Try” in our Backlog.

 “New Leaf”
 ‘Koala’s Sunday’ is a new format launched to celebrate our Affiliate status! The goal is to bring more fresh 
content to the channel by focusing on the latest releases, instead of constantly playing games coming from the 
Backlog of Koala Karity. Join us to follow our adventures!

Backlog of Games Genre Koala Karity’s comments

Apex Legends (on-going) Shooter, Multiplayer, Battle 
Royale

If there should be only one Battle Royale, it would be this one! Koala Karity loves 
everything about it, so we will try to cover everything during our weekly sessions. 

Starfield (on-going) Adventure, Exploration, RPG
Everyone knows what Starfield is - by the creators of Skyrim and Fallout 4. And 
despite its flaws, Koala loves to go in space, discover new planets and systems, 
and do some quests!

Mortal Kombat 1 (on-going) Fighting, Solo (Story mode)
Koala Karity is a fan of the crazy Lore behind this franchise. Even if our Koala’s 
paws prevent us from being a pro fighter online, we love the Story mode and the 
Solo content!

Jusant (on-going) Indie, Exploration, Climbing New, indie discovery towards the end of 2023 - it’s very refreshing and we love 
the concept about Climbing a mountain!

Red Dead Redemption 2 Action, Adventure There is probably no better game to go on an Adventure and Koala Karity cannot 
wait to (re)discover the amazing wildness and skyboxes of this franchise!

Halo Infinite (Story mode) Shooter, Solo The legendary Halo series returns with the most expansive Master Chief 
campaign yet and a ground-breaking free to play multiplayer experience.

Below (Discover/Just Try) Adventure, Roguelike/
Roguelite

Koala Karity will do its best to avoid all the deadly traps. Let’s see if we will be 
able to reach the bottom of this mysterious cave…

Metro Exodus Shooter, Solo After having played all the previous Metro games, Koala Karity had to see what 
the franchise can offer now that it increased its scope.

Control (Discover/Just Try) Action, Adventure

Koala Karity hesitated a long time before to add Control to the Backlog of 
games. Probably because we went through too many Third-Person Shooters. 
But we have plenty of games to go through first. And the amazing feedback 
about its level design convinced us to add it to the list.

Wolfenstein 2: The New Colossus Shooter, Solo The first game offered a very visceral experience, and Koala Karity wants to 
follow B.J. Blazkowicz another time in his fight against nazism.

Hand of Fate 2 Card, C-RPG, Strategy
Koala Karity spent a couple of hours on the first one but never completed it. The 
second one looks like an improved version, at every level. Perfect to dive into the 
great storytelling, cards after cards.

Owlboy Platformer, Action, 
Adventure

Pixel art works half of the time on Koala Karity. It’s really not what sells a game to 
us. But the colours and the music in the Owlboy trailer definitely sold us this 
game!

TUNIC (Discover/Just Try) Action, Adventure Explore a land filled with lost legends, ancient powers, and ferocious monsters in 
TUNIC, an isometric action game about a small fox on a big adventure.

Hellblade Action, Adventure Koala Karity heard a lot of positive things about this narrative adventure and 
wants to learn more about the hidden message behind this awarded game.

Assassin’s Creed: Odyssey Action, C-RPG

The last AC game that Koala Karity played was Black Flag. We all know that 
some franchises don’t renew themselves very often. So leaving the franchise 
aside for that long was perfect to be able to fully enjoy it again. Koala Karity sees 
Origins as the first Ubisoft attempt to increase the scope of its franchise, and 
sees Odyssey as the improvement of this “new” recipe.
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Grip (Discover/Just Try) Racing Koala Karity remembers when these futuristic cars were racing through muddy 
roads on Playstation 1… We hope that Grip will be a good nostalgic trip.

Hitman 2 Stealth, Action

Since the 2016 reboot where IO Interactive decided to opt for an episodic model, 
we have followed Agent 47 in all his contracts across the world. Just like 
everyone else, Koala Karity loves the level design and all the possibilities it 
offers. If only we could dress up as a cute Koala…

DOOM Eternal Shooter, Solo Let’s see if Koala Karity has what it takes to defeat these ugly ones from Hell — 
for the second time!

Gears Tactics Tactical, XCOM-like Having enjoyed XCOM 2, Koala Karity is keen to play the reinterpretation from 
Splash Damage & The Coalition.

Wasteland 3 RPG
Following the critically acclaimed 2014 Game of the Year winner Wasteland 2, 
the RPG series that pioneered the post-apocalyptic genre in video games 
returns with Wasteland 3.

Star Wars Jedi: Survivors Action, Adventure The story of Cal Kestis continues in STAR WARS Jedi: Survivor, a galaxy-
spanning, third-person, action-adventure game.

Void Bastards (Discover/Just Try) Shooter, Roguelike/Roguelite Everything about its game design hooked Koala Karity up, and we cannot wait to 
try this one during a chilled out Sunday session.

Gato Roboto (Discover/Just Try) Platformer, Action, 
Adventure

What’s better than a cute cat turning into a robot?? Koala Karity will keep this 
lovely little game for a chilled out Sunday session.

The Outer Worlds (Discover/ 
Just Try) Action, C-RPG

Every player who had a blast playing Fallout 3 or Fallout: New Vegas, was 
keeping an eye on The Outer Worlds. After its release, it became clear that all of 
us got slightly too hyped… but nonetheless, it must deliver a couple of great 
dialogues and situations.

Scorn (Discover/Just Try) Action, Adventure Scorn is an atmospheric first-person horror adventure game set in a nightmarish 
universe of odd forms and somber tapestry.

Call of the Sea (Discover/Just Try) Adventure, Puzzle Koala Karity is very interested in this game, with its mix between Puzzle, 
enigmas, and colorful sceneries.

(DONE) Grounded Survival, Multiplayer
Koala Karity is not into Survival games (apart from Subnautica 😍 ), but we 
cannot wait to try this one! It just takes place in a garden, the only problem is 
that you are not bigger than an ant!

(DONE) Cuphead Platformer, Die & Retry, Boss 
Rush

Koala Karity already started it couple of months ago but had to take a break 
because… you know, older games in the Backlog, etc. etc. … 

(DONE) Psychonauts 2 Action, Adventure Kids with Psychic powers, literally entering people’s mind?? Let’s go!!

(DONE) Star Wars Jedi: Fallen 
Order Action, Adventure

Koala Karity is not a massive fan of Souls-like originally, but still had a great time 
completing The Surge. For this second tentative with a Souls-like, we are happy 
to trust the passionate people at Repawn Entertainment and to prove that you 
can be a Koala and a Jedi.

(DONE) Mass Effect Andromeda Action, C-RPG
Koala Karity has great memories about the original Mass Effect Trilogy, so it was 
just fair to give Andromeda a chance. And it was the perfect game to escape a 
little while confining.

(DONE) Ori and the Will of the 
Wisps

Platformer, Action, 
Adventure

The first game was full of poetry and challenges, and Koala Karity cannot wait to 
go back to Ori’s forest!

(DONE) Mortal Kombat 11 (Story 
mode) Fighting, Solo (Story mode)

Koala Karity is a fan of the crazy Lore behind this franchise. Even if our Koala’s 
paws prevent us from being a pro fighter online, we didn’t miss any Story mode 
and we cannot wait to jump into this madness again!

(DONE) High on Life Shooter, Adventure, Action
Humanity is being threatened by an alien cartel who wants to use them as drugs. 
It’s up to you to rescue and partner with charismatic, talking guns, take down 
Garmantuous and his gang, and save the world!

(DONE) Deathloop Shooter, Solo (Story mode)

DEATHLOOP is a next-gen FPS from Arkane Lyon, the award-winning studio 
behind Dishonored. In DEATHLOOP, two rival assassins are trapped in a 
mysterious timeloop on the island of Blackreef, doomed to repeat the same day 
for eternity.

(DONE) Atomic Heart Shooter, Solo (Story mode)

In a mad and sublime utopian world, take part in explosive encounters. Adapt 
your fighting style to each opponent, use your environment and upgrade your 
equipment to fulfill your mission. If you want to reach the truth, you'll have to pay 
in blood.

(DONE) Planet of Lana Indie, Adventure, Platformer Beautiful and peaceful side-scrolling platformer - it was a great experience, and 
the perfect way to chill between 2 sessions in Apex Legends!

(DONE) Dordogne Indie, Adventure, Story-
driven

Beautiful art-direction, and with a story taking place where my family comes 
from! It was a great and very touching experience, and the perfect way to chill 
between 2 sessions in Apex Legends!
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(DONE) Cocoon Indie, Adventure, Puzzle
Beautiful art-direction, and with very smart puzzles! It was a great and very 
touching experience, and the perfect way to chill between 2 sessions in Apex 
Legends!

(DONE) Battlefront 2 (Story mode) Shooter, Solo (Story mode)

Despite the controversy that fairly hit the game (mainly because of its economy), 
Koala Karity grew up with Star Wars and really wants to experience what a big 
budget can deliver in terms of Story mode in this universe. Having such a solo-
experience within the Star Wars universe is rarer and rarer (until Fallen Order), 
and Koala Karity could not turn down the opportunity to play this one.

(DONE) The Gunk Action, Adventure

The Gunk is an action-adventure game in which you play as Rani, part of our 
duo of gritty space haulers. As they’re struggling to bring in funds, they chance 
upon an untouched planet brimming with life. They came in search of valuable 
resources, and it looks like they’ve hit the jackpot…

(DONE) Potion Craft Potion Crafting

Potion Craft is an alchemist simulator where you physically interact with your 
tools and ingredients to brew potions. You're in full control of the whole shop: 
invent new recipes, attract customers and experiment to your heart's content. 
Just remember: the whole town is counting on you.

(DONE) Sunset Overdrive Shooter, Solo (Story mode)

Sunset Overdrive transforms an open-world apocalypse into your tactical 
playground. Zip, grind and wall-run across Sunset City with an unconventional 
arsenal. Hyper-agility, unique weapons, and customizable abilities deliver an 
explosive and irreverent adventure in the end times.

(DONE) Pikuniku Adventure, Puzzle The character and the universe of Pikuniku will be the perfect candidate for a 
chilled out Sunday session.

(PAUSED) Deep Rock Galactic Shooter, Multiplayer
An amazing game that kept Koala Karity coming back: it’s always different, 
always mysterious and always exciting. We cannot wait to dig these minerals 
with you! It will be the perfect game for some chilled out Sunday sessions.

(PAUSED) Divinity: Original Sin 2 C-RPG One of the best C-RPGs — if not THE best one! Everyone who did the first one 
knows why Koala Karity has to play the second one.

(PAUSED) Outer Wilds Adventure
It’s rare when a studio comes up with a very cool, innovative concept. And being 
a fan of everything taking place in space, Koala Karity cannot wait to jump in this 
22-minute loop in order to discover this quirky world.

(PAUSED) Dicey Dungeon Adventure, Dice game
Become a giant walking dice, explore dungeons and defy Lady Luck in this dice 
powered roguelike! Now featuring "Reunion", a free DLC with six brand-new 
episodes!

(PAUSED) Wasteland 2 RPG

From the producer of the original Fallout comes Wasteland 2. With over 80 hours 
of gameplay, deck out your Ranger squad with devastating weaponry, test the 
limits of your strategy skills, and bring justice to the Wasteland! The choices are 
yours…but so are the consequences.
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